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SmoothEye
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Non-invasive Er:YAG laser treatment for tightening and
wrinkle reduction in the periocular region
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Improves skin elasticity, overall structure and volume
Stimulates collagen remodeling and initiates neocollagenesis
Little-to-no down-time
Gentle, fast and non-invasive
Safe and precisely controlled
www.fotona.com
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SmoothEyeTM: a safe, minimally invasive, non-ablative thermal treatment

After a few treatment sessions, the result is improved skin
elasticity, overall structure, and volume with significant wrinkle
reduction.

Advantages of SMOOTH® Mode

Courtesy of Dr. Jong-Gu Kim

Fotona’s revolutionary non-ablative SMOOTH® mode treats the
skin in a smooth, almost “feather-like” non-ablative manner,
without bleeding and with precisely controlled temperature
deposition. The optical energy is delivered in a unique, subsecond long pulse sequence which prevents temperature
build-up at the surface and achieves homogeneous heating
within several hundred micrometers of the tissue.

Jong-Gu Kim, M.D.
Oracle Dermatology Clinic, Shinbu-Dong, Dongnam-Gu, Cheonan, Korea

“After only a few sessions of SMOOTH® mode there is a clear reduction
in the volume and appearance of wrinkles below the eyelids. My
patients have been very happy with the outcomes achieved with this
technique. A dramatic reduction of the volume and wrinkles below the
eyes was observed in all treated patients.”

Getting started with SmoothEyeTM
Training in SmoothEyeTM is provided through the Laser and
Health Academy (www.laserandhealth.com) as a part of a
training workshop in Fotona’s minimally invasive aesthetic
treatments, under the guidance of experts in medical laser
technology. The extensive workshop, where participants
engage in live demonstrations and gain an in-depth
understanding of laser-tissue interaction, will provide the
needed insight into the fundamentals of non-invasive aesthetic
treatments and other procedures that can be performed with
Fotona laser systems.
Courtesy of Dr. Tania Phillips

SmoothEyeTM is a new and exciting non-ablative Fotona
SMOOTH® mode treatment for tightening of the periocular
region and reducing the appearance of periorbital wrinkles.
SmoothEyeTM significantly tightens loose and aging skin of the
eyelids and periocular region with little-to-no downtime and
maximum patient comfort, making this a very sought after
non-invasive cosmetic procedure.

SMOOTH® mode is ideal for skin tightening. The intense,
controlled surface tissue heating stimulates collagen
remodeling and initiates neocollagenesis. The result is an
overall improvement of wrinkles, laxity and elasticity in the
treatment areas around the eyes.

Pham Huu Nghi, M.D., Ph.D.
Venus Medi Aesthetic Clinic, Hanoi, Vietnam
“It works extremely well. Reducing eye bags usually requires invasive
surgery and there are side effects. The advantage of this laser-based
approach is the non-invasive aspect, which can reduce eye bags safely.
This is really a breakthrough treatment that is unlike anything we
have seen before for this indication.”
Courtesy of Dr. Pham Huu Nghi

What is SmoothEyeTM?

To learn more about SmoothEyeTM and what the TimeWalkerTM and Dynamis Pro
can do for your practice, contact Fotona at info@fotona.com today.

